
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Woodville-Pahiatua Racing Club Date: Thursday, 21st May 2015 
Weather: Overcast 
Track: Slow (8) 
Rail: True 
Stewards: L.Tidmarsh (Chairman), N.Goodwin and B.Bateup 
Typist: S.Shirriffs 

 

GENERAL:  
No issues to report. 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY:  
Nil 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: ALL THE DRAMA, TROJAN, PACIFIC BELLE, CASTUP, LORD ERNESTO, OLIVIA MARY, TIBERIUS, 

O’CEIRINS WHISPER, PANNO ROSSA. 
 

Suspensions: Race  Nil  

Protests: Race Nil  

Fines: Race  2 
 
9 

S Doyle MISS GAIETY 
[Rule 330(3)(c)] – Unable to make weight, fined $100. 
D Mo PARTY GIRL 
[Rule 638(3)(b)] – Excessive use of whip, fined $500. 

Warnings: Race  Nil  

Bleeders: Race Nil  

Horse Actions: Race  4 LA FILLE EN JEU – warning, barrier manners. 

Medical Certificates:  

Rider Changes: Race  2 MISS GAIETY - D Bradley replaced S Doyle(overweight) 

Late Scratchings: Race  Nil  

 
RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 DONALDSON PARTNERS ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS MAIDEN (2100 metres) 

FREAL (K Myers) shifted out abruptly at the start tightening ALLEGRO BELLE (J Oliver) and COOL WONDER (D Mo) which 
was subsequently slow away. 
Shortly after the start MAC DARA (L Hemi) when being angled inwards, shifted in abruptly and dictated COOL WONDER 
inwards on to ALLEGRO BELLE which was tightened.  After questioning riders it was established that the movement of MAC 
DARA was exaggerated by the gelding’s tendency to lay in.  Nevertheless, L Hemi was advised to exercise more care when 
in similar circumstances. 
MAC DARA raced three wide without cover from near the 1200 metres. 
M Singh, the rider of PUTTHEHAMMERDOWN was shown footage of his ride in the presence of the riding master, after he 
attempted to shift MAC DARA outwards in the back straight, making contact with that runner several times.  M Singh was 
reminded of his obligations to other runners when shifting ground. 
When questioned regarding the disappointing performance of FREAL, rider K Myers could offer no tangible excuse.  
Stewards ordered of post-race veterinary examination which revealed the gelding to be exhibiting a nasal discharge and 
slow recovery rate. 

Race 2 TARARUA CAMPER HIRE MAIDEN (1400 metres) 



 

 

Rider S Doyle was unable to make the weight for MISS GAIETY and was replaced by D Bradley.  S Doyle was fined the sum 
of $100. 
NATIONAL PRIDE (R Hannam) jumped inwards leaving the barriers bumping heavily with KATIE O’CEIRIN (M Cameron) 
which lost ground. 
SHIRLEY’S SECRET (K Myers) shifted inwards leaving the barriers bumping with ALARINDA (R Myers) which in turn bumped 
with MISS GAIETY (D Bradley). 
ZED LEPPELIN (M Dravitzki) was slow to begin. 
IMARAAJ (L Hemi) over-raced in the early stages when being restrained. 
LA MALACARA (M McNab) raced wide through the early stages until obtaining cover near the 900 metres.  
NATIONAL PRIDE was held up for a short distance near the 400 metres. 

Race 3 PROPERTY BROKERS MAIDEN (1400 metres) 

CLASSIC DRAGON (K Myers) and PLACID (L Hemi) were crowded leaving the barriers when between HANCOCK (M McNelis) 
and POP HIT (M Cameron), both of which shifted ground. 
EARL’S COURT (R Myers) was slow to begin. 
JUSTA DUCHESS (R Hannam) raced wide without cover throughout. 
SPECIAL BID (R Goldsbury) had to be steadied for a short distance near the 500 metres when in restricted room. 
SPECIAL BID shifted outwards to obtain clear running near the 350 metres inconveniencing HANCOCK.  Apprentice R 
Goldsbury was advised to exercise care when shifting ground. 
SPECIAL BID shifted inwards under pressure over the final 100 metres having to be straightened. 
When questioned regarding the performance of OX, rider J Parkes stated that he had to work to obtain a handy position in 
the early stages which he considered told on the gelding when placed under pressure in the final straight. 

Race 4 AUSSIE ROB CHRISTIAN MEMORIAL 3YO MAIDEN (1400 metres) 

LA FILLE EN JEU (M Singh) underwent a veterinary examination and was passed fit to start after rearing in the barrier.  
Connections were advised that a warning is placed against the filly with regard to its barrier manners. 
Shortly after the start MISCHELT (A Collett) shifted out when negotiating the crossing resulting in ETERNAL ANGEL (J Oliver) 
and SUMMONED (L Hemi) being tightened. 
PERFECT PITCH (S McKay) was inclined to lay inwards near the 100 metres away from CASTUP (H Tinsley) which had 
improved to its outside, with SUCHAPALAVA (D Bradley) being bumped as a result. 
ETERNAL ANGEL had to be straightened near the 100 metres when shifting ground inwards.  
MISCHELT was held up and unable to improve when attempting a narrow run near the 50 metres. 
MASTER WILLIAM (R Myers) returned to the enclosure with blood present in the mouth.  A subsequent veterinary 
examination revealed a laceration to the upper gum. 

Race 5 BEN EXETER FARMING MAIDEN (1200 metres) 

ODENSIAN (A Collett) was slow to begin. 
ALAMBER (R Hannam) jumped outwards abruptly leaving the barriers crowding MALONE (H Tinsley). 
MARIE ANTIONETTE (M Cameron) raced ungenerously near the 1000 metres when being restrained off the heels of JUDI 
ANNE (J Oliver). 
MADREKAY (M Singh) improved up on to the heels of HEAVENS KEEP (R Goldsbury) near the 900 metres and had to be 
restrained for a distance.  M Singh was advised to exercise care. 
HEAVENS KEEP over-raced in the early and middle stages and near the 800 metres when being restrained, shifted outwards 
bumping with MADREKAY, which in turn bumped LORD ERNESTO (J Parkes). 
QUEENOFHARPZ (R Myers) raced wide without cover throughout. 
LORD ERNESTO ducked inwards abruptly entering the final straight bumping with MALONE, which became momentarily 
unbalanced. 

Race 6 DALACINE FARM 1100 (1100 metres) 

TALK THE TORQUE (S McKay) began awkwardly losing ground. 
ROADTOPLATINUM (M Cameron) had to be steadied near the 800 metres when awkwardly placed near the heels of THIEN 
LY (R Myers). 
TALK THE TORQUE commenced to over-race near the 700 metres, having to be firmly restrained off the heels of 
ROADTOPLATINUM. 
OFF ROADING (K Myers) made the bend near the 400 metres awkwardly. 
Rider D Mo (OLIVIA MARY) lost his balance for a short distance near the 200 metres. 
BALLYBAY (J Riddell) shifted inwards under pressure near the 100 metres having to be straightened. 

Race 7 BERNARD TREDER MEMORIAL MILE (1600 metres) 

MISTAAR (M Cameron) was slow away. 
FAINT PRAISE (M Singh) jumped outwards leaving the barriers crowding RIGHT ROYAL ROSE (R Myers). 
IF I CAN I CAN (R Hannam) raced keenly for a distance passing the 1200 metres. 
TIBERIUS (K Myers) lay inwards entering the final straight having to be straightened. 



 

 

Rider M Cameron reported that MISTAAR may prefer a more rain-affected track. 
When questioned regarding the improved performance of the winner, TIBERIUS which had disappointed at its previous 
start at Hastings on 7 May, stable representative M Duthie reported that TIBERIUS was second-up in its preparation at 
Hastings which may not have suited and was also of the opinion the gelding was better suited to the Slow(8) track today. 

Race 8 GAVIN BRUERE MAIDEN (1600 metres) 

MOUNTAIN ROCK (S Doyle), ENCOSTOW (M Singh) and THE DUKE’S SECRET (S McKay) were all slow to begin. 
Rider C O’Beirne (LADY ALBERTINE) accidentally dropped her whip near the 1400 metres. 
RED REBEL (M Cameron) got its head up when being restrained near the 1300 metres. 
ENCOSTOW was obliged to improve its position wide from near the 800 metres. 
TARIHIRA (L Hemi) had to be steadied when racing in restricted room near the finish. 

Race 9 THE MEAT COMPANY DANNEVIRKE 1600 (1600 metres) 

FRIED RICE (J Oliver) shied at a crossing shortly after the start and shifted inwards abruptly. 
THATZ LOUIE (K Chiong) raced three wide without cover throughout. 
CHANTILLY LASS (A Collett) failed to make the bend near the 800 metres resulting in FRIED RICE being hampered. 
Apprentice D Mo (PARTY GIRL) admitted a breach of Rule 638(3)(b) in that he used his whip excessively prior to the 200 
metres.  After hearing all submissions the JCA imposed a fine of $500. 

 


